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Let Ac�� � Rn�n�� � �� The interval matrix

AI 	 fA
Ac �� � A � Ac ��g

is called regular if each A � AI is nonsingular� and is said to be singular otherwise� It
has been proved recently �� that the problem of checking regularity of interval matrices
is NP�hard� Therefore� in practical computations we must resort to veri�able su�cient
regularity conditions �which are not necessary�� The most commonly used su�cient
condition is due to Beeck ���� if

��jA��c j�� � � �����

holds� then AI is regular �here� � denotes the spectral radius and the absolute value of
a matrix A 	 �aij� is de�ned by jAj 	 �jaijj��� To avoid the use of the exact inverse
A��c � Rump ��� proposed a modi�ed condition employing instead
an arbitrary matrix R which is speci�ed only by some condition� if

��GR� � � �����

holds for some matrix R� where

GR 	 jI �RAcj� jRj� �����

�I is the unit matrix�� then the interval matrix AI is regular� It follows obviously from
����� that ����� is a special case of ����� for R 	 A��c � Therefore� the condition �����
seems to be more general than ������ In this note we show that in fact it is not so�
since both ����� and ����� are equivalent in the sense that they cover the same class
of interval matrices prescribed by the condition ����� �the so�called strongly regular
interval matrices ����� This equivalence will be a consequence of the following result
which� moreover� shows that we can never do better than with R 	 A��c �

Theorem � Let ����� hold for some R� Then Ac is nonsingular and we have

��jA��c j�� � ��GR� � ����

Proof� First� since

I �RAc � jI �RAcj � GR�

we have
��I �RAc� � ��jI �RAcj� � ��GR� � �� �����

hence the matrix

RAc 	 I � �I �RAc� �����

is nonsingular� which gives that Ac is nonsingular� Now� assume to the contrary that

��jA��c j�� � ��GR� �����

�



holds� Then we can choose an � satisfying

��GR� � � � minf�� ��jA��c j��g� �����

Since ��GR� � �� in view of Corollary ����� in ��� there exists a vector x � Rn� x � �
satisfying

GRx � �x�

hence also
�jI �RAcjx� jRj�x � �x

�since � � ��� which implies

jRj�x � ��I � jI �RAcj�x� ������

Because of ����� the matrix I � jI �RAcj is nonnegative invertible� Hence� premulti�
plying the inequality ����� by its inverse� we obtain

�I � jI �RAcj�
��jRj�x � �x� ������

On the other hand� from ����� we have

A��c 	
�X

j��

�I �RAc�
jR�

hence

jA��c j �
�X

j��

jI �RAcj
j jRj 	 �I � j I �RAcj�

��jRj�

Then� premultiplying this inequality by the nonnegative vector �x and using �������
we �nally obtain

jA��c j�x � �x

where x � �� hence� again using Corollary ����� in ���� we conclude that

��jA��c j�� � �

holds� which contradicts ������ Hence the assumption ����� leads to a contradiction�
Therefore ����� holds� which completes the proof�

Remark� A related result using a norm instead of the spectral radius can be found
in Neumaier ��� Theorem ��� see also Krawczyk ��� and Scheu �����

The main result of this paper is now obtained as a simple consequence of Theorem ��

Theorem � For a square interval matrix AI� the following two conditions are equiv�
alent	

�i� Ac is nonsingular and ���
� holds�

�



�ii� there exists an R such that ����� holds �where GR is given by �������

If any of them is satis�ed� then AI is regular�

Proof� If �i� holds� then it su�ces to set R �	 A��c to have �ii� satis�ed� The con�
verse implication follows directly from Theorem �� and the last assertion is simply a
restatement of the su�cient conditions by Beeck ��� and Rump ����

In this way we have proved that the conditions ����� and ����� cover the same class
of interval matrices� Obviously� the condition ����� is more appropriate for practical
computations since it allows the use of the computer inverse R of Ac instead of the
exact inverse A��c � The conditions are not necessary� an example of a � � � regular
interval matrix with ��jA��c j�� � ��� is given in ��� p� ���� Theorem � implies that
if ��jA��c j�� � � holds� then there does not exist a matrix R with ��GR� � �
 see ���
and also ���� where a counterexample is given�

Finally we note that to achieve the inequality ��GR� � � provided ��jA��c j�� � �
holds� R must be chosen as a su�ciently close approximation to A��c �
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